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Abstract

Functionally graded cemented tungsten carbide (WC–Co) is an example of functionally graded materials (FGM) in which

mechanical properties are optimized by the presence of microstructural gradients such as cobalt gradient and grain size differences

within the microstructure. In particular, a cobalt gradient is preferred. However, the manufacture of FGM WC–Co with a cobalt

gradient is difficult because the flow of the liquid phase during liquid phase sintering (LPS) would eliminate any initial cobalt gra-

dient built into the powder compacts. In this paper, different factors, which can be used to influence the migration of liquid during

sintering, are investigated. These factors include gradients in grain size, carbon and cobalt content, and sintering time. It is shown

that a difference in particle size may induce a step-wise profile of cobalt concentration. Initial carbon content differences, however,

can be used to obtain a gradient of cobalt during sintering. The effects of these factors are explained based on the roles of capillary

force and phase reactions.

� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A functionally graded hard material is a composite

material that has a microstructural gradient [1].

Functionally graded hard materials offer advantages in

terms of the fracture toughness and wear resistance
combinations in comparison to conventional homoge-

neous WC–Co materials [2,3]. Functionally graded

WC–Co composites are a unique example of function-

ally graded hard materials. Typically, a functionally

graded WC–Co exhibits a gradient in WC grain size

and/or cobalt composition resulting in a property

gradient across the microstructure.

Typical cemented carbide manufacturing processes
rely on liquid phase sintering for densification. Attempts

have been made to produce functionally graded WC–Co
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composites using liquid phase sintering. However, dur-

ing liquid phase sintering, the liquid can easily flow

and any initial gradient of cobalt content, that might

have been built into a powder compact, is eliminated

[4,5]. This makes the processing of functionally graded

WC–Co difficult. A solution to this problem is to use
pressure assisted sintering at solid state. However, liquid

phase sintering is the most viable and economical method

for producing functionally graded WC–Co if the cobalt

gradient can be maintained or created during liquid

phase sintering.

There are two existing industrial technologies that

produce functionally graded cemented tungsten car-

bides. One example is cutting tools made of cemented
tungsten carbides with cobalt-enriched surfaces. This

class of cutting tools has tougher edges because the co-

balt content in the surface layer is higher than that in

the bulk [6]. Different methods have been used to pro-

duce cemented tungsten carbides with cobalt-enriched

surfaces [6–8]. Most of these methods rely on controlling
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Table 3

Composition of bi-layers WC–Co with an initial difference in carbon

content

Table 2

Composition of bi-layers WC–Co with an initial difference in cobalt

content

Layers Composition Total carbon content

Layer 1 WC–6%Co Stoichiometric

Layer 2 WC–16%Co Stoichiometric

Table 1

Composition of bi-layers WC–Co with an initial difference in particle

size

Layers Composition Total carbon content

Layer 1 WC–10%Co (1 lm) Stoichiometric

Layer 2 WC–10%Co (5 lm) Stoichiometric
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nitrogen potentials during sintering. However, it is also

known that carbon content is a factor that affects the

formation of the cobalt enriched surface layer.

Another example is the so-called Dual Properties car-

bide. Dual properties carbides are produced using a pro-

cess based on diffusion during a separate heat treatment
[9]. During the heat treatment, pre-sintered parts that

are carbon deficient are subjected to a carbon rich atmo-

sphere and the diffusion of carbon into the part results in

a cobalt gradient. However, there is presently no pub-

lished theoretical work on the principles and mechanism

of formation of Dual Properties carbide.

Both the cobalt enriched WC–Co and the dual prop-

erties carbide processes indicate that carbon is a factor,
which can be used to alter or influence the distribution

of cobalt in a WC–Co sample. Fang and Eso recently

studied the effect of carbon gradient on the development

of cobalt gradient during liquid phase sintering using a

bi-layer WC–Co sample with an initial difference in car-

bon content between the two layers [10]. The initial dif-

ference in carbon content was created by pressing two

powders with different carbon contents together. It
was found that, when there is an initial difference in car-

bon contents, cobalt appears to migrate in the direction

of carbon diffusion during sintering resulting in a gradi-

ent of cobalt in the sample. It has also been reported

that a difference in grain size within a WC–Co sample

could also induce a gradient in cobalt during sintering

[11].

Evidently, there are multiple factors that affect the
cobalt distribution in WC–Co materials during liquid

phase sintering. However, there is a lack of detailed

studies of the effects of these factors, the interactions

between them, or the underlying principles. In order to

develop methodologies for the manufacture of function-

ally graded WC–Co, this study investigates the effects of

various factors including carbon and cobalt content,

grain sizes, and sintering time on the formation of the
graded microstructure. The underlying principles gov-

erning the cobalt phase migration and distribution are

examined based on the roles of capillary force and phase

reactions during sintering with the aim of gaining a com-

prehensive understanding of the phenomena.
Table 4

Composition of bi-layer WC–Co with an initial difference in cobalt and

carbon contents

Layers Composition Total carbon content (wt%)

Layer 1 WC–6%Co 6.1

Layer 2 WC–16%Co 4.7

Layers Composition Total carbon content (wt%)

Layer 1 WC–10%Co 6.0

Layer 2 WC–10%Co 5.0

2. Experimental

WC–Co powders with different cobalt contents (6%,

10%, and 16% by weight) and particle sizes (1 lm and

5 lm) were used for this study. All the raw materials

of graded WC–Co powders had stoichiometric carbon

content. Hereafter, the term ‘‘total carbon content’’ will

refer to the WC–Co composite, to distinguish it from

carbon content of WC only. In order to create a carbon
gradient in a powder prior to sintering, tungsten pow-

ders were added to WC–Co powders to reduce the total
carbon content below the stoichiometric value while

pure graphite powders were added to the WC–Co pow-

ders to increase the total carbon content above the

stoichiometric value in the alloy. The powder mixtures

were ball milled using a rolling mill for 16 h in heptane.

After milling, the powders were dried in a rotavapor
under vacuum. The dried WC–Co powders were cold

pressed at 200 MPa. in a rigid die into laminate disks

(19.4 mm dia. · 4 mm thick) consisting of two layers.

Each layer has a different predetermined composition.

Table 1 shows the composition of samples with differ-

ent particle sizes but identical cobalt and carbon content

in the two layers. Table 2 shows the composition of sam-

ples with different cobalt contents but identical particle
size and carbon content in the two layers. Table 3 shows

the composition of samples with different total carbon

content in the two layers but identical particle size and

cobalt contents. Table 4 shows the composition of sam-

ples with different cobalt and total carbon contents in

the two layers but identical particle size.
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The samples were sintered in a vacuum furnace at

1400 �C for 60 min. The sintered bi-layer samples were

ground and polished to 1 lm finish for microstructural

examinations. The cobalt distribution in the WC–Co

bi-layers was measured using the Energy Dispersive

Spectroscopy (EDS) on the SEM. Each data point on
the cobalt distribution profile was generated by averag-

ing EDS scans over an area of 0.2 mm by 12 mm.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of cobalt in a WC—10%Co bi-layer specimen with

difference in grain size sintered at 1400 �C for 1 h.

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of WC–Co bi-layer with identical grain sizes

and stoichiometric carbon content but different initial cobalt contents

in the layers sintered at 1400 �C for 1 h.
3. Results

3.1. Effects of initial particle size differences

Fig. 1 shows the SEM micrograph of a bi-layer WC–

Co specimen listed in Table 1 and sintered at 1400 �C.
The bi-layer specimen had a nominal cobalt content of

10% by weight in both layers. Each layer had WC grain

size of 1 lm and 5 lm respectively. Fig. 2 shows the co-

balt distribution profile of the bi-layer WC–Co specimen

in Fig. 1 measured using EDS. A stepwise profile of co-

balt concentration is observed between the two layers
after sintering due to the difference of particle sizes.

The cobalt content in the layer with 5 lm WC grain size

decreased to approximately 8% by weight while the layer

with 1 lm WC grain size increased to approximately

12% by weight.

3.2. Effects of initial differences in cobalt contents

Fig. 3 shows a micrograph of WC–Co bi-layer from

Table 2 sintered at 1400 �C. The total carbon content

in both layers is stoichiometric. The initial cobalt con-

tent in one layer was 6% by weight while the other layer

had 16% by weight. After liquid phase sintering, as ex-

pected, the cobalt content has completely homogenized

across the two layers after sintering at 1400 �C for 1 h.

The homogenized cobalt content of the sintered part is
approximately 12% by weight.
Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of WC—10%Co bi-layer with difference in

grain size sintered at 1400 �C for 1 h.
3.3. Effect of initial differences in carbon contents

Fig. 4 shows the cobalt distribution in a bi-layer

WC–Co specimen from Table 3 sintered at 1400 �C.
Both layers had an initial cobalt content of 10% by

weight. The total carbon content in one layer was re-

duced significantly below the stoichiometric value to

5.0% by weight while the total carbon content in the
other layer was increased above the stoichiometric

value to 6.0% by weight such that g phase and free

carbon will form in the layers respectively at the sin-

tering temperature if they are sintered separately. It

can be seen from Fig. 4 that a gradient of cobalt is

created after sintering the two layers together as a

bi-layer specimen. The cobalt content varied gradually

from 8% in the layer initially with excess total carbon
content to about 13% in the layer initially with a



Fig. 4. Cobalt distribution in a WC–Co bi-layer specimen with identical initial cobalt content and grain sizes but different initial total carbon content

sintered at 1400 �C for 1 h.
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deficiency in total carbon content. The micrographs in

Fig. 4 shows the different microstructure zones formed

in the sample after sintering. A g phase zone can be

observed towards the edge of the layer which was car-

bon deficient. This shows that there was only partial

homogenization of carbon across the structure. In this
g phase zone, there is a sudden decrease in cobalt

content below the nominal value and just outside the

g phase zone the highest cobalt peak of about 13%

is observed.
3.4. Effects of initial differences in both carbon and cobalt

contents

Fig. 5 shows micrographs of WC–Co specimen from

Table 4. In the green state, the total carbon content in

the layer with relatively low cobalt content (6%) was in-

creased to 6.1% by weight, which is significantly higher

than the stoichiometric total carbon content. The total

carbon content in the other layer with relatively high co-

balt content (16%) was reduced to 4.7%, which is signif-

icantly lower than the stoichiometric total carbon
content. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the microstructures of

each layer sintered separately. The WC—6%Co layer

with high carbon content shows free carbon while the

WC—16%Co layer, with low carbon content, shows g
phase in their microstructures respectively. Fig. 5(c)
shows the microstructure of the bi-layer specimen (two

layers pressed together) after liquid phase sintering. It

shows no free-carbon nor g phase in the microstructure.

This indicates that the excess carbon has reacted with

the g phase. The carbon content has completely homog-

enized across the bi-layers and the final part has stoichi-
ometric total carbon content. The cobalt content,

however, was not homogenized across the two layers.

Fig. 6 shows the EDS analysis of the cobalt concentra-

tion profile of the bi-layer WC–Co samples with identi-

cal particle sizes and an initial difference in cobalt and

carbon contents. In the same figure, the cobalt concen-

tration profile of bi-layer WC–Co specimen with identi-

cal particle sizes, an initial difference in cobalt contents
and stoichiometric carbon contents in the layers is

shown for the purpose of comparison. It is evident that

the bi-layer WC–Co sample with an initial difference in

carbon content shows a cobalt gradient after sintering at

1400 �C. However, there is no cobalt gradient in the bi-

layer sample initially with stoichiometric carbon content

after sintering at 1400 �C. It appears from the above re-

sults that cobalt migrates in the direction of carbon
diffusion.

3.5. Effects of sintering time

Fig. 7 demonstrates the kinetics of the cobalt gradient

formation process. As the sintering time is increased, the



Fig. 5. SEM Micrographs of (a) WC–Co with high total carbon content (b) WC–Co with low total carbon content and (c) WC–Co bi-layer with

identical particle size but different initial total carbon content and cobalt content in the layers sintered at 1400 �C for 1 h.
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Fig. 6. Comparative plot of the cobalt distribution of WC–Co with identical initial grain sizes but different initial total carbon and cobalt contents

(solid line) and WC–Co with identical grain sizes and stoichiometric carbon contents but different initial cobalt contents (dotted line) sintered at

1400 �C for 1 h.
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width of the WC + Co + g zone reduces. Sintering at
1400 �C for 15 min produces WC + Co + g zone width

of approximately 0.8 mm. After sintering at 1400 �C
for 60 min, the width of the zone reduces to about

0.4 mm. In addition, the cobalt distribution peak and

the reaction interface move in the same direction
towards the edge of the sample as the sintering time is
increased. This demonstrates that as the sintering time

is increased, carbon diffuses further into carbon deficient

layer and reacts with g phase to produce WC–Co

resulting in the migration of cobalt in the same

direction.
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Fig. 7. Effect of sintering time on the cobalt distribution of WC–Co bi-layer with identical initial cobalt contents and grain sizes but different initial

total carbon content in the layers sintered at 1400 �C.
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two different cross sections.
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4. Discussion

The results presented above show that functionally

graded WC–Co can be manufactured by controlling

critical factors such as the initial particle size, initial car-

bon and/or cobalt content variations, and sintering time.

The final cobalt distribution in the sintered sample is the

result of the combined effects of these factors on the

migration of liquid phase during sintering. The migra-
tion of liquid phase can be attributed to two underlying

processes. First, the basic reason for liquid flow is the

difference in volume fraction of the liquid phase between

graded layers during sintering. The second reason is the

local chemical composition inhomogeneity, which

causes local variations in the volume fraction of liquid

during sintering. These two aspects are discussed as

follows.

4.1. Capillary force as the driving force for cobalt

migration during sintering

WC–Co, at liquid phase sintering temperature, con-

sists of WC and liquid phase, which is primarily a cobalt

solution with W and C as solutes. The liquid cobalt is

uniformly distributed in between WC grains throughout
the structure. The size of the cobalt pools is measured by

mean free path (MFP) between WC grains. MFP is a

function of cobalt content as well as grain size. When

two WC–Co layers with different cobalt content are

placed adjacent to each other, the flow of liquid between

the two layers will be determined by the difference in

capillary force between them. This problem can be mod-

eled as an array of interconnected liquid channels be-
tween the tungsten carbide particles. The average size

of these channels can be approximated by the MFP.

In the case of bi-layers with initial cobalt content dif-

ferences but identical particle size and carbon content as
shown in Fig. 4, at the liquid phase sintering tempera-
ture, the layer with higher cobalt content will have wider

liquid channels in comparison with the layer with lower

cobalt content. The structure of these liquid channels is

illustrated in Fig. 8a. If the average sizes of the channels

(MFP) in layers with higher and lower cobalt content

are d1 and d2 respectively then d1 is greater than d2.

The liquid channels present in the two layers are analo-

gous to a system of interconnected capillaries. Based on
the principles of capillarity, a narrow capillary sucks out

wetting liquid from a wider capillary due to the differ-

ence in capillary force [12]. Thus, liquid will flow from

the layer, initially with higher cobalt content, into the



Fig. 9. Calculated volume fraction of liquid as a function of total

carbon content of WC—10%Co at 1400 �C.
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layer initially with lower cobalt content through the

interconnected liquid channels by capillary force. This

will cause the layer initially with lower cobalt content

to swell due to the increase in liquid content and the

layer initially with higher cobalt content will shrink

due to the decrease in liquid content although the total
liquid content in the sample is conserved. As the liquid

phase flows, d1 will decrease while d2 will increase since

the wetting liquid will not flow out of the sample. The

flow of liquid ceases when d1 = d2 and the difference in

capillary force is zero.

A difference in WC grain size will also produce a dif-

ference in the size of liquid channels formed during sin-

tering. Finer grains form smaller liquid channels while
coarser grains form larger liquid channels. Thus, liquid

cobalt will flow into the layer with finer WC grain size

by capillary force during sintering. This capillary force

is expressed in equation [1] and illustrated in Fig. 8.

F ¼ 2pr
r21
r2

� r22
r1

� �
ð1Þ

where F is the difference in capillary force (N) acting on

the small and large menisci in Fig. 8b, r is the surface

tension (N/m), r1 and r2 are the radii of curvature of

the large and small menisci respectively.
4.2. The effect of carbon on the volume fraction of liquid

formed during sintering

During liquid phase sintering at 1400 �C, which is sig-

nificantly higher than the eutectic temperature, equilib-

rium phase composition consists of WC and liquid

cobalt phase. The volume fraction of the liquid phase

can vary depending on the total carbon content in the

alloy [13]. Significant deviations below or above the stoi-

chiometric carbon content will result in the occurrence

of three phase equilibrium structure involving WC +
Co + W3Co3C (g) or WC + Co + C (graphite) respec-

tively. The formation of W3Co3C (g) phase in WC–Co

during sintering ties up part of the cobalt phase, which

leads to the reduction of the volume fraction of the li-

quid phase at the sintering temperature. The dependence

of volume fraction of liquid on the carbon content can

be modeled based on thermodynamic equilibrium calcu-

lations. Fig. 9 shows the volume fraction of liquid phase
as a function of the carbon content of WC–Co alloy

used for this study [14]. The plots were generated

using thermodynamic software (Thermo-Calc). The

thermodynamic database for cemented carbides is avail-

able in literature [15]. Evidently, from these plots, any

local inhomogeneity in carbon content within a WC–

Co system will result in a corresponding difference in

volume fraction of liquid, which could lead to cobalt
migration.
4.3. A qualitative model of the formation of cobalt

gradient

Based on the experimental results of this study and

the two underlying factors discussed above, there are

three categories of possible scenarios which could result

in the formation of cobalt gradient during sintering.

4.3.1. When there is no initial carbon content difference,

but there are initial cobalt and/or particle size

differences

When there is identical initial carbon content but a

difference in initial cobalt content and/or particle size

in the two graded WC–Co layers, cobalt migration is

driven by capillary force only. When there is only a dif-

ference in particle size in the two layers as shown in Fig.

1, cobalt will migrate from the layer with coarser grain
size to the layer with finer grain size due to capillary

force. A difference in particle size will produce a step-

wise profile of cobalt concentration. However, when

the initial particle size is the same, but there is an initial

difference in cobalt content between the two layers as

shown in Fig. 4, cobalt will migrate from the layer with

a higher cobalt content to the layer with a lower cobalt

content due to the difference in capillary force.
4.3.2. When there is an initial carbon content difference,

but there are no initial cobalt and/or grain size

differences

In the case where the initial cobalt and particle size

are identical but the initial carbon contents of the two

layers are different as shown in Fig. 4, the cobalt gradi-

ent is determined by the equilibrium phase compositions
as a function of carbon concentration profile. Carbon

will diffuse to create a gradient of carbon from the car-

bon rich layer to the carbon deficient layer due to the

difference in the chemical potential of carbon between

the two layers. The carbon gradient as the results of

the carbon diffusion will cause the liquid phase to flow
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in order to establish an equilibrium distribution of the

volume fraction of the liquid phase in the sample. The

shape of the distribution curve of the volume fraction

of the liquid phase will be similar to the shape of the plot

in Fig. 9 as a function of the carbon profile. On the other

hand, the diffusing carbon will react with g phase to
produce WC and liquid Co

2CþW3Co3C ) 3WCþ 3Co ðLÞ ð2Þ
This reaction releases cobalt, which contributes to the

volume fraction of the liquid phase near the reaction

front.

This process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 10. C1

and C2 are the initial carbon contents of the carbon-rich

layer and the carbon-deficient layer respectively and Cs

is the carbon content as a function of the position within

the sample at time t2. Between times t1 and t2, the reac-

tion front has advanced a distance ‘‘x’’ within the sam-

ple. It implies that between the times t1 and t2, g phase

in the area with length ‘‘x’’ in the sample has reacted

with carbon and produced WC–Co as shown in Fig.
10. As carbon diffuses and the liquid phase migrates,

both toward the g phase region, to establish the equilib-

rium profile of the volume fraction of liquid, the reac-

tion front moves in the same direction and the cobalt

distribution exhibits a similar shape during the process.

4.3.3. When there are initial carbon gradients as well as

initial cobalt and/or gain size gradient

In the case when there is initial carbon content differ-

ence as well as initial cobalt and/or grain size differences,

the final cobalt distribution is affected by all three fac-

tors. For example, when there is initially carbon and co-

balt differences in WC–Co bi-layers as shown in Fig. 5,

carbon diffusion and phase reactions counter the effect

of capillary force due to the initial cobalt gradient (ini-

tial D%Co is10% for the example in Fig. 5). The carbon
deficient layer, which forms g phase at the sintering tem-
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram showing the time dependence of cobalt

gradient formation during liquid phase sintering of graded WC–Co.
perature, ties up a certain fraction of the cobalt in the

system. The differences in volume fractions of liquid at

the sintering temperature will cause liquid to flow from

the layer with a higher volume fraction of liquid to the

layer with a lower volume fraction of liquid by capillary

force. A difference in the chemical potential of carbon in
the two layers will cause carbon to diffuse from the layer

where it is in excess to the layer where it is deficient. The

diffusing carbon will react with g phase, which yields

WC and liquid Co. The overall shape of the distribution

would be the sum of the effects of carbon diffusion and

reactions with g phase and the effects of cobalt migra-

tion by capillary force as the results of difference in vol-

ume fraction of liquid due to the initial differences in
cobalt and carbon contents between the two layers.
5. Summary

A detailed study on the effects of different factors,

including grain size, carbon and cobalt contents, and

sintering time, on cobalt migration during liquid phase
sintering, has been performed. It was shown that initial

particle size differences can induce a step-wise profile of

cobalt concentration while an initial difference in carbon

content can be used to obtain a cobalt gradient within

the sintered WC–Co specimen. The effects of these fac-

tors are explained based on capillary force, equilibrium

volume fraction of phases and phase reactions. All con-

sidered, the final cobalt distribution in the sintered func-
tionally graded WC–Co sample is the result of the

combined effects of these factors on capillary force and

phase equilibrium.
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